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As the residents in the surrounding community, it has been envisaged that bold and imaginative librarians are leading the path toward transforming future academic libraries. The new century is a symbolic juncture where reflecting on the past, probing the present, and envisioning the future is evident. Thinking about the future is appropriate so that our programming is adapted or transformed to pursue a relevant learning experience useful in a changing, complex and intertwined world. An effective library paradigm, therefore, positions itself at the forefront of teaching and scholarship, and will integrate well with instructional and pedagogical modalities.

Paving the path to our future requires a perpetual examination and refinement of where we have come from; where we currently are; where we intend to go; and, above all, what our role should be with respect to family and self, and for the advancement of the local to global communities. Our Library Mission Statement is a formal expression of purpose and intended direction.
Mortola Library Adds Study Rooms and Security Cameras

New Study Rooms
In February, four new study rooms were constructed on the second floor of Mortola Library. These rooms are available by reservation only and hold a maximum of 4 people. Because of their location in a more quiet area of the library, only quiet conversation is permitted in the rooms. To book a room, use the computer terminal next to the rooms or by the Reference Desk. Rooms may be booked for up to 3 hours a day. For more details email Steve Feyl at sfeyl@pace.edu or ask a librarian at the Reference Desk.

Security Cameras
In other Mortola Library news, approximately fifteen cameras will be installed this month. After a handful of robberies at the library in the last year, the Pace Student Government Association requested additional surveillance. Representatives from the Student Government Association are working with the Safety & Security Office and Mortola Library Staff to implement the technology. Students and other visitors to the library are still urged to take precautions to protect their belongings. For more information email Steve Feyl at sfeyl@pace.edu.

Pace Library Documentary Highlights Pleasantville Campus History

This fall will mark the 50th anniversary of the opening of the Pace Pleasantville campus, and University Archivist Ellen Sowchek has a creative plan to highlight the campus’ rich history. Ellen will design a documentary that uses voice-over to present actual interviews and testimonies: a dramatized audio tour through a vast collection of photographs of the campus and its leading figures of the period.

Ellen calls her upcoming documentary a “Ken Burns-style” approach to presenting primary source materials “in a way that’s interesting enough to make people want to know the story.” The Pace Pleasantville campus had its genesis in 1962 when Pace graduate Wayne Marks, then Vice President of General Foods Corporation, donated his estate (now Marks Hall) to Pace. The State Education Department approved the inclusion of the Pace Westchester campus as a branch of Pace College in November 1962, and after complicated proceedings with the Town of Mount Pleasant over zoning laws, the campus opened for classes in September 1963.

Ellen wanted to make a video partly to educate student orientation leaders on the Pleasantville campus. “There’s a lot of interest [from the orientation leaders] because they are going to be asked those questions by the students,” Ellen says, “so they want to know more about their campus and its history.” However, Ellen emphasizes, the documentary will not be designed “for one particular group,” and she’s excited about having a copy in the library collection for future generations of students to access. In addition to the library documentary, Ellen is planning to arrange an exhibit of Pleasantville campus photographs.

New Books at Mortola and Birnbaum Libraries

New books are added frequently to the library collections. Faculty and students are welcome to place requests for new materials through the library catalog:

http://www.pace.edu/library/find-resources/library-catalog
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